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This result is greater than that
of Mr. Fried’s calculation by over
350 per cent.
More significantly, this result in
dicates a 28.8 hour diminution of
productive time due to the “large”
group. Mr. Fried’s calculation
yields a 1,441.8 hour diminution.

Dear Sir:
The effect of Fried’s Law
*
is
seriously compromised by errors in
computation.
Granted that the formula for
computing the possible number of
interactions (I) is:
I=_ K(K-1)
2
But, this is the number of twoway interactions for the whole
group, not for each member of the
group.
Consequently, assuming that
“when the group size exceeds ten
each individual will spend .01 per
cent of his time communicating for
each member of the group over
ten,” the additional non-productive
time per group member due to the
larger group is correctly expressed
by:
.0001 (max (K-10,0))
Then the formula for group pro
ductive time becomes
Pt =
K (T [.55- .0001 [ max (K -10,0) ] ])
Solved for a group of 90 people
working a standard 40-hour week,
(a total of 3,600 available hours),
the result is as follows:
Pt =
90(40 [.55 - .0001 [ max(90 -10,0) ] ])

.George M. Rost
State of New York
Department of Motor Vehicles
Albany, N.Y.
And Mr. Fried’s reply:

In response to Mr. Rost’s letter
I would be happy to have you
print the following. Incidentally, I
have been surprised at the amount
of serious reaction to my “tonguein-cheek” article.
I am happy to welcome any ad
ditional work that would advance
our knowledge in the area of proj
ect control and management.
Therefore, I appreciate Mr. Rost’s
contribution but I do not believe
it is descriptive of real-life projects.
Gerald M. Weinberg, in his re
cently published book, The Psy
chology of Computer Program
ming (Van Nostrand Reinhold,
1971, p. 69) provides a “rough
rule” for gauging the impact
of increased staff on a project.
He proposes a basic unit of the
productivity of one programer (we
would assume this to be less than
100 per cent of the programer’s
time). The rough rule indicates
that as the size of the staff is

tripled, the productive capacity is
doubled. This means that three
programers have the productive
capacity of two times a single pro
gramer. Nine have the productive
capacity of four programers.
If, as my article indicates, we
must allow 25 per cent loss of
work time for vacations, etc., and
10 per cent for idle time then each
programer has 65 per cent poten
tial productive time. Weinberg’s
formula applied to this remaining
time would work out as shown in
the accompanying table, below.
As illustrated, Weinberg’s Rule
reduces the per cent of productiv
ity faster than Fried’s Law be
tween 3 and 100 but never enters
an area of negative productivity.
Based on experience and obser
vation, either of the above ap
proaches, however, appear to be
closer analogs of reality than the
approach Mr. Rost proposes. The
formula that can serve most prag
matically is that which should be
used, whether or not the mathe
matics is pure.
In any event, Fried’s Law:
There is an inverse relation
ship between effectiveness
(production) and group size
in complex technical projects.

seems to be supported by all re
search evidence.
Louis Fried
Title Insurance and Trust Company
Los Angeles, Calif.

Per Cent of Productivity

PT = 90(40[.55—.0001 [80] ])
PT = 90(40 [.542])
PT = 90(21.68)
PT = 1,951.2 hours
* Fried, Louis, “Don’t Smother Your
Project in People,” Management Ad
viser, March-April, 1972, pp. 46-49.
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